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SUMMARY. Single emit recordings have been made fram the mantle
spindles oß the extensor digitorum brevis I muscle of the
cfielonian emys orbticular~a . The responses to ramptype mechanical
stretches (up to 5 mm s

	

velocity and up to 1 .6 amt extension)
were compared to those of spïndlea from other groups . It is found
that the spindles have lower rates of firing than those from the
other groups with the exception of the snake spindles . Generally
the spindles behaved like the secondary endïng of maa®alian
spindles or the tonic type of snake spindle in terms of their
response to the velocity of stretch. The resvlte are consistent
with the vïev that the tonic response arises from intrafusal muscle
fibres in which the sensory region has a structure which is fairly
uniform and similar to that of the polar regions and not inter-
rupted by accumulations of nuclei .

Recent morphological studies (1,2) on chelonian mantle spindles have shown

that there are striking differences when they are compared to spindles of

other groups . In particular ; the equatorial region contains no fluid space and

the connective tissue layers oß this region wrap closely around the intrafusal

fibres and the single sensory neuron . The intrafusal fibres contain no reticu-

lar zone or nuclear regions and the myofibrils extend throughout the region of

sensory innervation . Thin paper is a preliminary report of an investigation to

determine the physiological properties of cfielonian spindles to mechanical

stimulation .

METHODS

The information presented is based on studies on extensor digitorum brevis I

muscles taken from emys orbicuZaris . Samples of amscle were subjected to light

microscopical studies to ensure that there were no obvious qualitative
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differences frcmm spindles in teatudo graeca ea used in more detailed morpholo-

gical studies . Physiological recordings were taken from the nerves of muscles

that were subjected to controlled mechanical ramp stretches . Single unite mere

obtained by splitting the nerve . Tàe time intervals between successive action

potentials were recorded in digital form for analysis by a CDC 1700-computer .

RESULTS

Computer print-out records of the instantaneous frequency of firing oß single

spindle units subjected to ramp stretches are presented in the figures . It is

seen that for low velocity stretches the frequency of firing increases steadily

during the upward slope oß the ramp to reach a peak value at the point where

the steady part of the ramp starts . For velocities above 4 mm s-1 there are

very few impulses during this interval . The muscles were about 1 cm long and

the stretches sere limited to 1 .6 mm . The peak frequency was about 20 im-

pulses per sec for tfie hïghest velocities of stretch that were used (i .e .

about 5 mm/s) .

The frequency of firing began to decrease immediately at the start of the

steady part of the ramp . For the faster ramp stretches one or two impulses of

a relatively high frequency were seen at this point but generally over the

steady part of the ramp the frequency of firing decayed in a reasonably ex-

ponential manner . If this part of the ramp is extended, the firing rate be-

comes steady but the final Frequency is higher than that for the unstretched

state . Fewer action potentials were seen during the downward elope of the ramp

than during the upward elope . For ramp speeds greater than about 2 .5 mm s-~

no impulses were seen during the downward slope and in such cases the spindle

would be silent for up to five seconds after it had returned to its initial

length . If the spindle was firing before the stretch was applied the pre-

stretch firing rate was attained after about 20 seconds from the end of the

ramp . For lower ramp speeds the rate of firing decreeaed steadily during the
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Fig. I . Camipater records of the frequency oß firing of single spindle unite in
response to ramp stretches . Each point represents a single action potential.
Its position on the horizontal axïs (measured in seconds} is the time of its
measurement . its positîa~n on the vertical scale (measured in impulses per
second} is the inverse of the time interval that has elapsed since the previous
action potential. The upper tvo records are for the same spindle subjected to
ramps of different speeds ( .2T mm e-~ and 2.66 mm s-~} but equal height 1 .33
mm . The lower record is of eaother spindle subjected to a prolonged ramp of
speed .OZ mm s'~ sad height .36 mm. The ramps have been dramm on the graphs but
their heights are not to scale .
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downward slope to a Frequency below the unstretched firing rate . After the

ramp the frequency would rïse steadily to attain the prestretch frequency

after about twenty seconds .

DISCUSSION

The present results confirm the previously reported fact (3i that the tortoise

spindle is slowly adapting and thus it has been Pound necessary to study the

organ when subjected to ramp stretches of long duration . F1u~ther, in order to

make comparisons with the spindles of other species, we have limited the

range of stretch to within about 16z of the spindle length . It would appear

that this range of stretch ie below that used in previously reported studies

(4j .

The properties of the chelonian spindle can be compared to the Frog spindle

(51, the snake spindles (6j and the primary and secondary endînga of the

mammalian spindle (7j where ramp stretches of roughly the same magnitude and

velocity in terms of the length of the spindle have been applied in the ab-

aence of stimulation of the motor nerves .

During the upward slope of the ramp stretches the chelonian spindle fires at a

lower rate than the other spindles except for the snake spindle . In particular

the pattern and magnitude of the frequency of firing of the 'tonic type' of

snake spindle resembles that of the spindles used in the present study . That is

to say that, provided the ramp elope is not too steep, there is a steady build-

up of frequency which reaches its peak at the highest part of the ramp . This

behaviour is qualitatively similar to that of the mammalian secondary ending

except that such an ending has an overall higher frequency of firing than the

cheloniaa spindle . No responses were seen which resembled the 'phasic type' of

snake spindle in which there was a sudden change to a relatively high fre-

quency at the onset of the stretch end which remained fairly constant during

the upward part of the ramp .
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The behaviour was also similar to the secondary ending and the tonic snake

spindle during the steady part of the ramp stretch . No dramatic reduction in

frequency was seen at the onset of this period as is characteristic of the

phasic type of snake spindle, the primary ending of the mammalian spindle and,

for higher velocities of stretch, in the frog spindle .

It would appear also that the present records are similar to those of the

tonic spindles of the lizard (8~ but the reported records for the latter seem

to indicate that a proportionately higher degree of stretch was applied .

Most ramp stretches applied to muscle spindles have a duration of a few se-

conds . In the present case it urea found necessary to extend the steady part of

the ramp to obtain a reasonably steady firing rate . Comparisons xith other

spindles in this respect are not easy because of the paucity of comparable

data . Also there is little data available on the behaviour of spindles during

the downward slope of the ramp . For the lower ramp speeds the cheloaian

spindle behaves similarly to the secondary ending of the mammalian spindle

xhere a steady decline is firing rate is observed rather than an abrupt

cessation at the onset of the release . For the higher ramp speeds the ab-

sence of firing during the downward slope xould be expected if very fax or no

impulses at all are seen during the corresponding upward slope . This is due

to the short duration of the eloping part of the ramp in terms of the inter-

vals between the action potentials rather than to a so-called dynamic response.

The present results do not suggest a function for the fluid filled capsule as

found in other spindles or explain its absence in the chelonian spindle. The

impression previously expressed (e .g . 8) tfiat an intrafusal muscle fibre that

has myofibrils and the absence of accumulations of nuclei in its sensory re-

gion exhibits a tonic response is strengthened by the present results . In

other xorde, a uniformity of visco-elastic properties over the xhole intra-

fusel fibre lengtfi would provide a static response to stretch . In the case of
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the chelonian spindle this would mean that the close wrappings of connective

tïesue that comprise the capsule sad seem to bind the intrafusal fibres to-

gether (1,2) would not contribute to a difference in physical properties of

the fibres in this region as opposed to the polar regions .
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